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A Neuratic Criminal: '3' ve learned 
my lesson.. . 9 7 

Car1 B.  Gacono 
Arascadrro State Nospiral 

The case of a 42-year-old man w!h a nonviolent cnmlnal hlstory caused by 
cornpuiswe gambling IS  presented. Hls Rorschach rs anaiyed and mterpreted 
using both psychostructural (Exner. 1986) and psychodynam~c (Cooper. Pew, 
h Amour, 1988. Meloy 8i Gacono. 19920) methodologres Erndrngs prowde 
rdiographlc support for Meloy's ( I  988) hypothesis that a neurotlc psychopath rs 
an oxymoron, yet neurotlc personality orgamzatlon and cnmmal behavior can 
and do coexlst. 

In 1916. Freud speculated that the majority of crirninaLs rnlght be motivated 
by a sense of guilt and a need to rationalize it  by behaving criminally. 
Nietzsche (18&3/1969) called this neurotic feHow the "pale criminaf" (p. 
65). Freud left r t  "to future research to decide how many criminals are to be 
reckoned among these 'pale' ones" 6191613957, p. 333, see also Alexander. 
1930a, 1930b. f 925)- We sadly report, nearly SO years Iater. that there seem 
to be very few. 

Despite the seeming rarity of the neurotic criminal in our time, we have 
managed to Identify one such feckless and hapless individual and would Eke 
to present his case and Rorschach. This is the fourth study in a serles 
(Gaceno. 1992; MeIoy & Gacono, 199%: Meloy & Gacono, 1993) that 
investigates psychopathic character at various Ievels of personaliry organiza- 
tion (Kernberg, 1984). We think this case provides idiographic support for 
Meloy's (1988) hypothesis that the neurotic psychopath, per se. does not 
exist: yet a person organized at a neurotic level could, fur a variety of 
reasons, do criminal things. 
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CASE STUDY 

David is a 42-year-old caucasian man born and raised in an intact. Greek 
Roman Catholic. middle-class family. He has two older brothers. His mother 
was a housewife, and his father was a store manager until his death from a 
heart attack when David was 3 I .  

EEe describes his childhood as confusing. 

Father rnuai~dated me in every aspect of my personairty. I was a fxk-up  unless 
he was there. When 1 hit puberty I began to assert myself. In school I rebelled 
Academicallj I was at the bottom. but on the SAT3 E was at the top 

David was neither physically nor sexually abused as a child, but he does 
have potent early memories of his father: '%xpIosive scenes. E had no 
warm times with him. He told me what a shit 5 am. He'd scream. holler 
like a madman." Me characterized his mother as emstionaIIq withdrawn. 
He summarizes his childhood as a time of fear, unhappiness, and confu- 
sion. His mather would explain that his father was '%sacrificing'" for him 
when he got "crazy." There is no history sf conduct disorder as a child 
and no history of alcohoiwin, criminality. or psychiaerjlc disorder in the 
family. Hts hfetime medical history was insignnficant except far pneumo- 
nia in the first grade. 

David met his wife in college: they married after she became pregnant, 
and three sons were subsequently born. He describes his marriage: "When I 
met Susan. my self esteem was very how. Hers was too. Our interaction was 
minimal for seven years. Emotionally our relation was retarded. We were 
meeting our goals, but mot taking sate of the relationship." 

Meanwhile, David graduated from business school, worked briefly as a 
county auditor, and then entered private practice as a financial investor. 
After 3 years of marriage, David and Susan separated. He began dating 
another woman and was introduced to gambling by a client, 

1 started winning. I became preoccopied with gambling and finding time. I tried 
to maintain the status quo and not make choices. Freeze i t ,  rather than choose. 
it was an escape. Dad made zll my choices amp 'ti1 then. I'd rationalize, run over 
to t as  Vegas and gamble by myself. My denial was rampant .... 1 was making 
lots of money, and it  accelerated the gambling. I'd coves my lines of credit 
within two weeks and no one knew. My ongorng raraonale was I'd get even and 
quit 1 borrowed money from a client. When my father daed, H became reckless. 
I affirmed by father's opin io~ that 1 would fuck-up withsuf him there. 

Three years after he began gambling, David was borrowing money from 
client trust accounts, abusing alcohol, lying to his clenrs, missing appoint- 
ments, and owed approximately $600,080 to various indlvictuaIs and institu- 
tions. He sought treatment from a psychiatrist during this time but was not 
hospitalized until he was arrested and charged with conspiracy to obtain, 



distribute, manufacture, and possess ~Ilegal drugs. He describes his criminal 
activity: "Most compulsive gamblers will [commit crimes]. The opportunit) 
was there. The meth [methamphetamine] manufacturing was part of my 
self-destruction. 1 knew I was being surveilled by the police five weeks 
before 1 drd the lab." When asked if he feels @it, he said. "I feel shame. I 
feel like a bad person. I was raised a Catholic and a Christian. E was ly~ng,  
manipulating. breaking the law, not telling the truth." 

David eventually pled guilty to three separate, nonv~olent crimes, includ- 
ing theft and tax evasion, and was sentenced to 5 years in  prison. Pie u a s  
released to a halfway house after 7 months and successfully completed Iazs 
paroke 2 years later. David became an active member of Gamblers Anony- 
mous after his hospttalization and continues to participate in that self-help 
group. He is also in  individual psychotherapy. This evaluation was prompted 
by his attempt to be licensed in mother state so that he could, once again, 
practrce financial investing. The purpose of the evaluation was ta aid the 
court in  determining whether David had been sufficiently rehabilitated and 
had the mom1 character to practice as a licensed financial investor 

,4t the time of testing, David was not on any prescribed medications. We 
did have a positive drug abuse history, however, for alcohol, cocaine, am- 
phetamine. and cannabis. He was administered the MCMI-II, the MMPI-2. 
and the Rorschach. He produced a two point 4(T49) 5(T68) MMPI-2 profile 
and a histrionic personality pattern (BR78) MCMI-I1 profile. 

RESULTS 

The Rorschach protocol is presented in Table 1, the sequence of scores in 
TabIe 2, and the structural summary in Table 3. The Rorschach was analyzed 
using the Rorschach Scoring Program Version 2 (Exmer, 1998). TabIe 4 is the 
scaring for defenses (Cooper, Perry, & Arnow, 1988). and Table 5 is the 
aggression scoring (MeHoy &r Gacono, 1992a). 

DISCUSSION 

Kernberg (1984) theorized that neurotic personality organization woufd evi- 
dence (a) shaspiy delimited. yet whole self and object representations; fb) 
repression and higher level defenses that would protect the patient from 
intrapsychic conflict; and (c) preserved reality testing that contributes to the 
realistic and meaningful evaluation of self and others. The Rorschach of 
David generally supports these theoretical premises and validates our hy- 
pothesis that he is organized at a neurotic level, and furthermore, is not a 
psychopathic character. 



TABLE f 
Rorschach Protocol of e Neurotic Criminal 

Something flying. an airplane. 

Shape of a woman in here. 

A pumpkin, jack-o-lantern 

1 see somethang more 
carnivorous, a wolf. 

1 can see a conduc:~~. the 
Philadelphia orchestra, 
reminds me of Leonard 
Bernstein. 

An inkblot. 
TWD rabbits playing 

Paztycake. 
Two wanters serving a table at 

a restaurani. 

Looking up at a giant 
scanding in from of a tree- 
angle of some one tali. 

Ballet, a dance. 

A butterfly. 
A pelt. a dry pelt. I know 

nothing about hunting. 
A bass f i~dle .  
Two Maulin Rouge dancers 

looking at each other. 
Il'r pet:!. Two gophers. 
A woman's corset being torn 

apart. 
Skeieroln of a bizarre frsh. 

The colors - no images. 
A German clock - like we had 

as a kid in our house. 
Two crabs. 
Yellow flowers - cotion or 

something. 
Rest Iooks Iike cart work my 

son abhors. 

Looking down on plane, wing look LO it. 
Howaid Hughes after WWEH-outline. 

Same thing. Wing structure is ~rregular in 
desagn -different motion, how I saw it. 

Like in antnqur shop -rhe shape - ma& mtb 
wire. 

Opening - mouth, eyes 

Ears, jowls, shape, coming down. Operings 
here. 

Hands (holds -up) - Mice Stravinsky. 

Seen my son's work-boks like ink. 
Ears, heads up, hands. 

h artnst, cartoonist used ro . . . nar New 
Yorker. reminds me of that (1) heads, torso. 
arms, legs. Iooks Iike wdst jacket. 

Feet here, tree trunk. cause of color, depth 
perception. Peter Max could have done it an 
6%. 

Shape-abstract , grace, fluici. "Dance of 
butterflies." 

In ii: theatrical sense, not rr resf butterfly. 
Shadling-hrde wouid look like. 

The blackness. image of a hddic. 
Reminds me of a Lcrutrec poster- two heads, 

headp~eces, way he" EE-aw girls. 
Legs, or, s seal, a stare seai somehow. 
Lives in here - opened up. 

411s: does" In a museum Iikc New York-oid 
skeletons. Looking dowc or, it. 

Brass balls ox a spring, rotating back and 
forth. 

Bizarre, co!orhI crabs - I've seen on PBS. 
Covering-megolariry of when cotton blooms. 

I've looked at modern a c  that looks Iike thrs. 
Coiors, pastels. Visually excating to me. 



TABLE 2 
Rorschach Sequence sf Scores (Exner, 1990) of a Neurotic Criminal 

Special 
Card No Loc k Dererminanffs) Q) Contenf(d Pop 2 Scares: 

I 1 R'a i matt Sc 1 .O 
2 R'o 1 FMao A k 0 
3 Ddo 99 Fu (H/ 
4 DdSo 9 Fu A rf 3.5 
S It's0 1 Pilfau if 3 . 5  
6 DO 1 Mp R 
7 I f  'v i Fu Arf PER 

11 8 D+ 6 Mau 2 A 3.0 FAB,COP 
111 9 D+ I Ma0 2 k r ,  g P 3.0 COP,PER 
I V  10 W +  1 Mp.FI'6 iH/B P 4.0 DR 
V i! Wv f Mao HxJ AB 

i z  R'O i FO Mr P 1.0 
VI 13 ?Yo l F l o  Ad P 2.5 

14 D ~ Q  99 FCP Sc,nn 
VII I S  D+ 1 Mpo 2 iHd),Art P . O  PER 

I 16 D+ 1 FCo: (Al,Arr P 3.0 
I7 Do 5 ?up- Q AG 
18 Do 4 F -  An,A MOK 

IX 19 R'u 1 C Art 
20 D o  6 mau Sc PER 

X 21 Do 1 FCo 2 A P PER 
22 Do I3  FCo 2 Br 
23 Wv I @a Art PER 

- 
Surn~nary of Approach 

I: It: N'.Dd.DdS. WrS.D. W V1. W.Dd 
II:D V3l:D 

1 1 1 9  VE1I:D.D.D 
IV: A' IX: W.D 
V:I;t'.W X:D.D. W 

.Vote. Copyright c 1976, 1985, 19% by John E. Exner, Jr .  



TABLE 3 
Rorschach Structural Summary of a Neurotic Criminal 

LOCATION DETERMINANTS CONTENTS S-CONSTELLAT1Cblr; 
FEATURES BLENDS SINGLE NO..FV+ W c  V+FD>Z 

H - 1 , O  NO..Cd-SldB[>O 
If = 11 M.FY M = 3  (fPj = 3 , 0  YES..Ego<3is>A4 
ZSum = 28.5 FIW = 2 Hd = 0, 0 NO..M09>3 
Z S l  = 34.5 rn = 3 d = 1 YES..Zd> &3.3 

FC = 3 Hx = 1 , O  NO.es>ER 
U' = 1 0  CF = I A = 4,2 NO .CF+C>F% 
(RTv = 4) C = I  A = 2, 0 YES..X-;Oio < .70 
D = i0 Cn = 0 Ad = L,6 N8..S>3 
Dd = 3 F C '  = I (Ad) = O, O NO .P<3or>8 
S - 2  C'F = 0 An = 1, 0 IXS..PureH<2 

C = 0 Art = % , d  NO..W<1': 
x! Fir = 1 /By = 0, O 4.....TOTAL 

........ (FQ-4 TI; = 0 BB = 0,O 
6 = 5 ( 8 )  T = 0 Bf = I ,  1 SPECIAL SCORING% 
o = 1 4 / 2 )  FV = O  q = I , j  i v l  Lv2 
Y / +  = 0  (01 Q Q = Q , O  Dl' = & I  0x2 
v = 4(0?  Y = O  EX = o O , a  INC =w 0 ~ 5  

FY = O Fd = 0,O Dl? = 1x3 0x6 
YF = 0 A = 8 , 0  PAL3 = 1x4 0x7 
Y = O Ge = 0.0 ALOG - 0x5 

FORM QUALIFY fi = Q Bfh = Q, I COAY = 0x7 
r% = O  LS = O , O  SUM6 - 2  

FQx FQf ~kIQmco! SQX FD = 0 Na = O,0 FVSUhf6 = 4 
t = Q  0 0 0 F = 3  SC 
o 1.14 1 6 B sx = Q , O  /ea - 1  c = o  
u - 6  3 O B X j  = O , C  AG = I MOiR = 1 
- - 2  - 1 0 0 Id = 0, G F = 5 PER = 6 

none = 2 - O  01 (2) = 5 COP - 2  PSY - 0  

RATIOS, PERCENTAGES! AND DERIVATIONS 
W = 23 k - 0.28 FC:CF+C = 3: 2 COP = 2 RG = 1 

Pure C = 1 Food = O 
EB = 6: 4.0 EA = 10.0 E&Pes = I . §  Afr = 0.53 dsoiafe/R = 5.m 
e b = 5 : 3  e s =  8 D = 0 S = 2 H:(X,H$Qtfd] = 11:4 

Adj es = 4 A& D = + 1 Blea&:s:R = 1:23 (fIHdj:tXAd) = 4:2 
CP = 5 N+A:Hd+Ad = 122 

F M -  2 I C i =  I T =  I 
m = 5 : V = l  Y - 0  

P = 7  ZJ - I1 3r+Qg/W = 0.22 
a:p = 7 Sum6 = 2 X-c% = 0.61 Za = -6.0 Fs+rF = L L  
~kfa:Mp = 3:3 Lv2 = 0 F+% = 0.20 Irf:D:Bd = 1Q:!O:? FD = 0 
ZAB+Ar/+Ay = I@ Bt.'Sum6 = 9 X -  Olo = 0.09 W 3 . P  = 10:6 A n t X y  = 1 
M -  = a  Mnoare-0 S-%=Q.OO DQ6 = f MQR = 1 

Xu%=O.26 DQv = 4 

S C B - 0  D E W -  4 CDP= 1 S-COX- 4 N M =  N O  O m =  NO 

Mae. Copyright % 1946, 1985, 19% by John E. Exner, Sr. 



TABLE 4 
Defense Scale Scoring of a Neurotic Criminal (Cooper, Perry. & Arnow, 9988) 

Defense Response Frequent) Percentage 

Neurotic 
Higher level denial (1 5) 1 
Intellectualization (1,2.6,1i,12,~5,18,20,23j 9 
Isolation @,s,ro.rs,ra.a3) 6 
Reaction iomation 0 
Repression (7,19,20,2! ,22) S 
Rationalization (12) I 
Poilyannish denial 0 

Borderline 
De-.duaeior, 0 
Omnipotence 0 
Primitrve idealization (1,6,IOP15,I6) 5 
Projection (5.7) 2 
Projective identification 5 
Splitting 0 

24% 
Psychotic 

Hypomanic denial 
Massive denid 

Total scored 29 IOCtOio 

.Vote. Several defenses may appear in any one response. 

TABLE 5 
Aggression Scoring of a Neurotic Criminal 

(Meby & Gacono, 1992aj 

Category Frequency 



Self and Object Representations 

The object world of David suggests a normative interest in others (All iFf - 
5) and the expectation of cooperativeness in his interpersonal life (COP = 2). 
Despite an imaginative propensity not to represent others as whole, real, and 
meaningful objects IPf:(PI) + I%a! + (HAi = 1:4), none of his human content or 
movement responses indicate Ioss of contact with reality. Likewise, he is 
nelther isclative ilsotare\R = "091 nor dependent (Fd = 0). His aggressrve 
response j i fg  = 1) is normative for nonpatient make subjects (M = 1.17, SD - 
1.18; Exner, 19901, and there is no suggestion ~f a paranoid elaboration of 
his internal objects ( H  -+ A:Nd + Ad = 611). Most importantly. and unlike 
anrisocia'l gersomli?y disordered male sulbgecrs CGacono & Meby, I832 1, he 
has a normative capacity to form attachments to others (7' = I ). 

David's self-perception is also what we would expect i~ a neurotic indi- 
vidual who may be experiencing shame and guilt concerning bad deeds. He 
compares himself negatively to others (Egocentricity ratio = 0.222, which 
generates painful, dysphoric feelings (V = I ) ,  the latter fmding unusual in 
ncsnpatient male subjects I 17%: Exner, 1991 1. Despite this difficult intro- 
spective process, predicted during psychotherapy. he does not evidence an 
abnormal sense of self-injury (MOR = I)  or a pathologicalBy narcissistic 
grandiosity (&"= 0). David's expectations of himself are also realistic (W1W 
= 10:6). Ail of these indices bode well for psychotherapeu~ic success. The 
only negative indicator is a plethora of personal (PER = 6 )  responses, 
suggesting in this clinical context an intellectualized I2AB c Art + Ay = IO) 
rigidity when challenged, rather than self-aggrandizement (Gacono, Meloy, 
8; Heaven, f 990). 

Repression and Higher bevel Defenses 

David's neurotic defenses (76%) predominate over his borderbe defenses 
(24%),  and there is a complete absence of psychotic defenses (see Table 4). 
These findings sharply contrast with the defensive operations of the psy- 
chotic and borderline psychopath (Meisy 9t Gacono. 1992b; MeIoy & 
Gacono. 1993). The proportionate distribution of defenses is consistent with 
neurotic personaliiy organization but captures the dynamic shifts that occur 
among defenses and between Bevels of personality during the Rorschackn 
process itself. 

Idealization, scored in the Cooper, Perry. and Arnew system 61988) at the 
borderlme level, is used by David in an adaptive Inanlmer consistent with his 
history. This defense is generally absent in psychopaths (Gacono, 1990; 
Gacono & MeloyY 1992), and. when it does appear< is devoid of human 
cantent. In this case, 60% of the idealizing responses contain human content 
(Responses 6 ,  10, 151, which identify artistic figures (Bemsaeln, Max, and 
Lautrecl. 
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Intetkectualization is most commonly employed at the neurotic level. 
folliowed by isolation, repression. rationalization, and higher level den~al.  
These defenses generally uork well to manage both sexual and aggressi\e 
impulses. and derivative emotions. 

Sexual impulses do not appear in the record fSx = 0). consistent with 96% 
af nonpatient male sub-iects (Exner. 1991), and are onl) suggested in a 
sublimated form in Response 20 (Card IX): "brass balls on a spring." Ag- 
gressive inpulses are aiso denied or sublimated in the service of maintaining 
attachment. Card VI: "A pelt, a dry pelt. I know nothing about hunting. i?) 
Shading-hide would look like." When directly expressed (Card VIE: "A 
woman's corset being torn apart."), aggression disorganizes h m ,  reality 
testing is momentarily lost (Responses I7 and I8), and the impulse is turned 
inward to render a sense of self-injury (MOR on Response 16). Aggressive 
impulse is ego dystonic for David and infrequently articulated when scored 
using our more detailed indices (Gacono B Meloy, 1994: Meloy & Gacono, 
I992a; see Table 5). 

The derivative emotions of his instinctual Me are also well managed by 
his higher Ievel neurotic defenses. There is less defense against internal 
emotion (Lambda = 0.28) and more akoidance of external emotional stimulr 
(Afr  = 3 3 )  than expected. However, affect is modulated most of the time in 
a normative manner (FC:CF + C = 3 2 )  wlth an occasional unmodulated 
lapse (C' - 1). This latter response is extremely unusua! in an introversive 
like David (expected in 1% of introversiws; Exner, 1991) but is consistent 
with a histrionic character style in which affective floodnng will often occur 
(Shapiro. 1965). Nevertheless, stress tolerance and control are better than 
average (AdjD = + I ) ,  and affect appears to help uith perceptual accuracy 
(F+% = 28, X+% = 61 1. Constraint of affect is normatwe (C' = I ), and Vista 
(V = 1 )  in a neurotic context is likely to suggest introjective rather than 
anaclitic depression (Blatt, 1974: Meloy, I992), a findmg consistent wlth 
David's articulated remorsefulness. 

Preserved Reality Testing 

David's reality testing, although idiosyncratic (X+% = 61). is not impaired 
(X-% = 91. This is an unusual and welcome finding in a criminal subject 
(Gacono & MeIoy, 1991). Fu~thermore, he shows no M- responses, a patho- 
gnomonic indicator of ideational distortion, particularly around object rela- 
tions, and no clinically significant formal thought disorder fI.F'Sum6 = 9 ,  
Level 2 - 0). Ideational heIplessness, however, is contributing to perceptual 
distortion (m  = 3), and this state variable, in the absence of anxiety ( Y  = O), 
may be measuring his sense of controllable stress (McCown. Fink, Gdina. & 
Johnson. 1992). This variable's elevation is predicted given David's choice 
to seek relicensure and the consequent attack upon his character that he knew 
would QCCUr. 
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The most striking cognitive abnormality is the underincorporative style 
(22 = -6.0). This information processing characteristic, most prevalent in 
young children, is present in only ! 0% of intrcversiples and 5% of nonpatient 
male subjects (Exner, 1986), It predrcts what Exner called ''stimuIus ne- 
glect,'" haphazard scnn~ing of the environment. but can he easily altered 
through treatment Exner. 1986, p. 361). 

Psychopathic Character 

Does David have a psychopathic character, even if it is organized at a 
neurotbc Bevel? We think not. Weiwer (1991) proposed four measures of core 
psychopathic deficits (superego impairments): T = 0, Pure H c 2, COP - 0, 
and S > 2. These variables Infer an emotionallq detached, disinterested, 
uncooperative. and chronically angry individual. David's Rorschach is only 
positive for the second criterion, and his total human content is normative. 
Om research (Gacoino et a!., f 990; Gacono & NIeEoy, 1981, 1992, 1994: 
hZeloy, 1988) suggested that five variabies distinguished psychopathic from 
nonpsychopathic criminals: T = 8, Rf > 0,  Egocentricity > 8.45. PER > 2, Y 
= 0. David is posicive for the latter twa variables. Unlike our psychopathic 
samples. however, his use of personaIs was not juxtaposed with the botder- 
h e  defenses of projecti~e ~denelfication or omnipotence (Meby & Gacono, 
1993). bur instead appeared with intelIectuaIizrntiom, isolation, and repres- 
sion. We think the absence of Y; found in 58% of norma1 male subjects 
(Exner, 9986). was due to the absence or" uncontrollable stress (McCown et 
al., 1992). 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Rorschach data suggest a3 individual orgai.rized at a neurotic Iwel of 
persondlty wirh compufsi~e, histrionic. and zntiscaciaI character traits. He is 
not psychopathic. ABthongh our test results do not speak directly to his 
criminal motivation, ?hey are consistent with an Individual whose 6ow self- 
esteem and wish to avoid some serious iife stressors made gambling an 
exciting and novel outlet (Galski, 1987). When money was needed, criminal 
activity followed, and wirh the death of father. the unconscious wish to be 
caught resulted in his arrest and prosecution. If he had only not listened to 
his dad. 'Qf aII terrors of conscience speak to me, but do not speak to me of 
my father!" (from the opera Dora C ~ r l a s .  q~ao~ed in Reik, 1961, p. 268). 
David, our newrc~bic criminal, "was equal to his deed when he did it ;  but he 
could not endure its image. after it was done" (Nierzsche, 1883/1969, p. 65).  
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